
Marcasite - New and Old Styles in Harmony 
By: Martin Mallett  

What is Marcasite? 
 
Marcasite is a natural mineral that is called iron sulfide and is often mined in South 
America while it is found naturally all around the world and marcasite is related to 
iron pyrite which is also called Fools Gold due to its likeness to gold but virtual low 
value miners would confuse iron pyrite for gold when staking a claim and only 
realising their gaffe later. 
 
The color of marcasite ranges from dark grey to black often with sparks of yellow or 
gold throughout the stone. As with all natural stones, the color can differ between 
stones. Marcasite was considered to reduce damaging energy and enrich 
communication. 
 
Marcasite Becoming Fashionable 
 
Marcasite jewelry became fashionable in the Victorian era its black color was popular 
at the time especially at the end of the Queens reign when sombre clothing and 
adornment were the fashion. Cameo pendants and brooches/pins were especially 
popular and there are many examples of the dark marcasite contrasting with ivory. 
 
Marcasite Today 
 
Current marcasite jewelry is now fashionable due to its links with the past. A whole 
niche has been created for what is often called vintage style where traditional 
materials are used to make new, fashionable pieces and are regularly seen being worn 
my a selection of celebrities who like the style. 
 
Caring For and Cleaning Marcasite 
 
Quite often, marcasite is secured in its setting with jewelers cement and because of 
this, it may require special cleaning. 
 
Do 
 
Wipe gently with a soft and clean damp cloth. 
 
Dry with a clean, soft and absorbent cloth. 
 
Use a towel to ensure that the piece is fully dry. 
 
Dont 
 
Use a steamer, hot water or sonic cleaner 
 
Expose to chemicals or cleaning agents 
 
Expose to extreme termperature 



 
Soak in liquids 
 
As with all jewelry, a bit of love and patience gives its own reward with longer lasting 
pieces. 
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Martin Mallett is the owner and webmaster of Milton Gems which serves customers 
with designer silver jewellery and has a good range of marcasite jewellery. 

 

History of Cultured Freshwater Pearls from Japan 
By: Fashion Jewelry  

The first cultured freshwater pearls originated in Japan. Although the Chinese were 
the first to culture a product from freshwater mussels, these were not pearls. Their 
centuries-old Buddhas are not true pearls but shell mabes. Quite soon after their initial 
success with cultured saltwater pearls. Pearls producers in Japan experimented with 
fresh water mussels and produced beautiful pearls. Japanese pearl farmers 
experimented with freshwater mussels in Lake Biwa, a large lake near Kyoto. Initial 
commercial freshwater pearl crops appeared in the 1930s. The all-nacre Biwa pearls 
formed in colors unseen in saltwater pearls. Almost instantly appealing, their luster 
and luminescent depth rivaled naturals because they, too, were pearls throughout. 
 
During the World War II there was a slump in the production of Biwa pearls, resulting 
in an interruption in the flow of Lake Biwa pearls. But by the 1950s markets were 
again flooded with them. Strands sold in Japan as less expensive, colorful alternatives 
to the mainstay material, cultured saltwater pearls. Biwas' success and publicity were 
so effective that until a few years ago, all freshwater pearls were routinely referred to 
as "Biwas," no matter their origin or that such references are illegal in the U.S. unless 
the pearls are actually from Biwa. Large scale productions started in the Biwa Lake 
and almost all of the world’s supplies came from here. 
 
Till about 1973, freshwater pearl production still thrived in Lake Biwa. But, although 
the lake supplied most of the world's freshwater pearls, there were warning signs as 
development pressed toward its shores. By 1984, Biwa’s pearl farms were barely 
surviving, because of pollutants washing in from farms, resorts, and industries around 
the lake. Excessive harvesting also resulted in extinction of the species of the 
mollusks used in the culturing of the pearls. 
 
There came a stage when the no more pearls could be cultured in the Biwa Lake. 
Japan had an added disadvantage that it was a small country with a limited land area 
and no big lakes, rivers or freshwater bodies where to move their production to. Japan 
also had a smaller workforce. So, although the Japanese had by now developed 
excellent expertise but did not have the resources whereby to exploit it and produce 
pearls. 
 



This resulted in a shift of the production from Japan to China. Markets were in short 
supply of the freshwater pearls and China saw a great opportunity in this. 
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Vivian Liu is the owner of Wholesale Pearl Jewelry, Pearl Jewelry, Fashion Jewelry, 
and Fashion Jewelry, Costume Jewelry.  

 

Things you need for bead jewelry making 
By: Clint Jhonson  

Bead jewelry making is an activity that can be done by anyone, even if they haven’t 
been particularly trained to do beadwork. In other words, there is no level of skill 
forced upon you in order to complete an incredible decorative necklace or pair of 
earrings made out of beads. The number one advantage of creating your own jewelry 
or ornaments is the fact that they can be 100% original. Your creativity together with 
the benefits of the online shops which allow you to buy almost anything regarding 
jewelry making supplies will assist you to create unique pieces. If you are not 
interested in creating jewelry and simply want to buy wholesale beads, by visiting 
gemmall.com you will certainly find a wide range of beads from where you can take 
your desired pick(s). 
 
When you get involved with jewelry making, experience is always a plus. In case you 
are not inspired, then you should make sure to have close at hand specific patterns to 
work on and, if possible, a tutorial to help you through the process, particularly if you 
are a beginner. Concerning the beadwork patterns, make a simple choice if you are a 
novice. You will also need thread, i.e. beading thread. Don’t use sewing thread or 
dental floss – they will break easily. Many bead makers favor C-Lon and Nymo types 
of beading thread. They are fairly resistant, even in high humidity circumstances. In 
addition, beading needles are a must: you will use them to pass the thread through the 
beads.  
 
It is preferable to approach jewelry making in a “step by step” manner, but with 
imaginative enthusiasm. The results won’t be disappointing and you might discover 
yourself as an artist. As soon as you finish your first ornaments, you will feel more 
confident and attracted to future beadwork possibilities. In case you consider you’re 
not very skilled in jewelry making, gemmall.com can supply you with already 
stringed wholesale beads according to your taste. The amazing crafts will surely catch 
your attention and you might even find yourself in a difficult position of not knowing 
what exactly to choose from so many wonderful offers. 
 
The key to successful bead making consists in the beads you’ll use. The choice is 
yours and the result depends on the material, the texture and color of the beads. By 
taking a look at the wholesale beads available on the above mentioned website you 
will be delighted to discover a world of gemstones, glass beads, crystal, plastic, wood 
or even sterling silver and gold beads. Attractive through color and shape these 
wholesale beads themselves can be a source of inspiration in creating some particular 
decorative item.  



 
Because obviously no beadwork can be completed without beads, you should check 
out the available wholesale beads that interest you above all without leaving aside the 
other possibilities you have. It’s good if you know exactly what you want to purchase, 
but a second look at the other options might determine you to change your mind. 
Temptation is at every turn. And you might even realize the wholesale beads you 
bought now can be of help and an inspiration later on while jewelry making and while 
paying attention to the creative process.  
 
Since you are buying wholesale beads, you will most likely be at an advantage: you 
will get them in cost-effective terms and in amounts that guarantee you can go ahead 
with your jewelry making without interruption caused by the lack of beads.  
 
Finally, the workspace where you create your ornaments is very important. This 
means that you will need quality lighting conditions, particularly if you wear 
eyeglasses or if you feel that at a certain point during your work, your eyes sore - it is 
a clear sign that either you are tired so it’s time you took a break or lighting conditions 
are not appropriate. Jewelry making can be a particularly meticulous occupation. 
Attention to details is a must and you need to be able to notice everything. 
 
Other measures you should approach out of caution concern the amount of beads you 
have at hand. It is preferable that you don’t get cheap about the amount of beads you 
purchase. There is nothing more unpleasant than finding that you are left with no 
beads just when you’ve managed to get a bit accustomed with bead threading or when 
you are close to the “finish line”.  
Also, make sure that you have some spare needles. A single needle might get lost or 
misplaced. At times, it may even break should it come in rough contact with some 
other objects. So, in order to prevent a sudden interruption caused by your need to go 
to the nearest shop and buy another beading needle, it is best to stay on the safe side 
and secure a “supply” of needles and of wholesale beads prior to any potentially 
unpleasant event. Finally, you can start your work on the beadwork pattern. Good 
luck! 
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No particular skill is required to start bead jewelry making . All you need is to give a 
close look to your beadwork pattern, to acquire the perfect fashionable wholesale 
beads from our website, the thread, the needles and the patience that are necessary to 
create the jewelry or the ornaments you so much desire.  

 

Why Is The Invicta Watch One Of The Most Popular 

Watches In The World? 
By: Candice Sabrina  

The Invicta watch is an affordable range of luxurious watches. This make of Swiss 
watches is known for creating fine timepieces which are economically priced. It is one 
of the fastest growing watch companies of the world.  
 
The word Invicta is Latin for invincible and the company was founded by Raphael 



Picard in Switzerland in 1837. They have been around for more than a century. Both 
manual and automatic watches were created by Invicta in exceptional designs and 
great elegance but offered for sale at very affordable prices.  
 
In the early 70’s when the quartz revolution hit the watch market, the invicta suffered 
like all the other Swiss watches did. But the company did not die and reorganized 
itself in 1991 with the sole purpose of creating designer watches and making them 
available to the public at low rates.  
 
The Invicta watches have high standards just like their expensive Swiss brothers, but 
are available at prices which are within a common man’s reach. 
 
Some of the famous watches are Angel, Pro Diver and Elite. These lines have watches 
that share platforms with many big Swiss companies.  
 
The Pro Diver is undoubtedly one of the more valued Invicta watches and finds it’s 
place in most watch collections. Even today the pro diver has maximum sales 
amongst the entire Invicta collection.  
 
The Skeletonised movement watch which shows the entire skeleton of the watch has 
been most intriguing. Like their expensive counterparts these watches are made of 
high quality materials like anti reflective sapphire crystals and Swiss produced 
automatic as well as manual movements.  
 
The Lupah Swiss Chronograph is one of the newer models. These watches have a 
very diverse collection but one thing is common to all its watches, they make a 
common man feel like royalty. 
 
The invicta watches have a higher end too. They have created the 18 k gold dragon 
Lupah Automatic and also the 37-carat Pave which has 4,600 uncut diamonds. The 
subaqua NOMA which has a meteorite dial as well as the limited edition Ocean Ghost 
speak of their great watch making skills. 
 
Invicta watches are made available not only for men and women but also in a range 
called baby Lupah. These watches have colorful straps and one can buy one watch 
and a variety of straps to go with it. Such economical yet fashionable ideas are the 
Invicta Forte. 
 
Though the Invicta watches are low cost they do require some basic maintenances. 
There are certain guidelines to increase the life of your collection.  
 
One must always show the watch to a licensed dealer if the watch needs fixing. The 
watch should be kept in a watch box that has cushions to prevent it from getting 
scratched. But most importantly one should consider investing in a watch winder so as 
to cut down on the crown wear and tear thus adding years to the watches life.  
 
I believe it would be correct to say that a smart buyer who wants value for his money 
will definitely have in his collection an Invicta watch 
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For more information on watches try visiting www.Watches4All.com, a website that 
specializes in providing watch related tips, advice and resources to include 
information on the best Invicta Watches. 

 

Simple guide to buying diamonds 
By: Golduwant  

Simple guide to buying diamonds  
Introduction: 
Diamonds may be a girl‘s best friend, but if not understood then your purchase may 
only be a way to empty your purse or wallet. With care and attention, backed with a 
little research and knowledge, then your purchase may end up being somewhat more 
of an enjoyable purchase. Please bare in mind this is a simple guide only and that 
thorough care should be taken prior to making a purchase. 
 
Diamonds and love: 
Diamonds have been sought after, the world over for many years. Whilst associated 
with romance and legend diamonds gained position as the ultimate gift of love. 
Diamond has few weaknesses and many strengths, and it is well known that diamond 
is the hardest substance found in nature. 
But diamond has four directions of cleavage, meaning that if it receives a sharp blow 
in one of these directions it will cleave, or split so you must look after it and treat it 
with care. 
 
Grade & Value: 
A diamond’s market value is typically calculated or graded using four main criteria, 
that of cut, carat, colour and clarity. This however is not straightforward as the 
interactions of the criteria can have a great effect on the prices you could pay. 
 
CUT: 
The cut of a diamond can determine it’s brilliance. Types of cut include Round, 
Princess, Baguette and Emerald to name but a few. The Round cut is by far the most 
common cut you will see. 
Polish and symmetry are two important aspects of the cutting process to bare in mind. 
With poor polish, the surface of a facet can be dulled, and may create blurred or 
dulled sparkle. With poor symmetry, light can be misdirected as it enters and exits the 
diamond. 
 
COLOUR: 
Acting as a prism, a diamond can divide light into a spectrum of colours and reflect 
this light as colourful flashes called fire. The less colour in a diamond, the more 
colourful the fire, and the better the colour grade. The better the grade the higher the 
value. 
 
D: Colourless. The highest colour grade, extremely rare. 
E: Colourless. Only minute traces of colour can be detected by an expert 
gemmologist. 
F: Colourless. Slight colour detected by an expert gemmologist, but still considered a 
"colourless" grade. High-quality. 



G-H: Near-colourless. Colour noticeable, but these grades offer excellent value. 
I-J: Near-colourless. Colour slightly detectable. Also good value. 
K-M & N-Z: Noticeable colour. DO NOT BOTHER WITH THESE. 
 
Diamonds that are absolutely clear are the most sought-after and therefore the most 
expensive. But many diamonds have inclusions that are scratches, trace minerals or 
other tiny characteristics (flaws) that can detract from the pure beauty of the diamond. 
This must be taken into consideration when placing a grade or market value on a 
diamond. 
 
CLARITY: 
FL, IF: Flawless, Internally Flawless: No internal or external flaws. Very rare. 
VVS1, VVS2: Very, Very Slight Inclusions: Very difficult to see inclusions under 
10x magnification. Excellent diamond. 
VS1, VS2: Very Slightly Inclusions: Inclusions are not easily visible to the unaided 
eye. 
SI1, SI2: Slight Inclusions: Inclusions are visible under 10x magnification, and may 
be visible with the unaided eye. (Good value diamonds.) 
I1, I2, I3: Included: Inclusions are typically easily visible with the unaided eye. 
 
Recommendations: 
Never buy an expensive diamond on the spur of the moment. Research first and then 
return to your chosen supplier when ready. 
 
Always try to view the diamond yourself prior to purchase when possible. If 
purchasing over great distance, perhaps via the internet, ensure the item can be 
returned for full refund if not liked. If they will not refund why buy from them? After 
all, you would not buy a car, a dog, or house without viewing it so why would you do 
so with a diamond? Be sensible. 
 
Request the diamond details. Do not put up with ‘it looks great’ or ‘perfect’ or 
‘stunning’. Ask them to specify the cut, colour, carat and clarity. If they do not know, 
walk away as it is safer to do so. Also ensure they indicate how they know these 
details are correct. Is it through experience and training or has the stone been 
certificated by an independent official body? 
 
Have you compared the price? Are you paying a fair market value, or does the price 
seem too low or too high? Remember, if it seems too good to be true it probably is. 
Ask yourself why you are buying from this person or company. Can they provide you 
with a guarantee? 
 
I personally would recommend that you select a diamond of ‘SI2’ or better, and a 
colour of ‘H’ or better when quality is important. Remember, the higher the grade the 
more expensive so be willing to compromise when your pocket dictates. It is unlikely 
you will get the same amount of money back if you were to sell it so do not spend 
more than you can afford. 
 
I personally would recommend that you select a diamond of clarity ‘I1’ or ‘I2’ (at 
lowest) with a colour of ‘H’ or ‘I’ (at lowest) when size rather than quality is more 
important. Colour is very important, so try not to lower this side too greatly. 



 
Having decided on your diamond, prior to making your purchase ensure that the full 
diamond specifications are provided in writing. This can be either in the form of a 
‘Certificate’, or insurance valuation, or receipt. The insurance valuation would 
typically be higher than the value you paid. Please note that not all diamonds are 
certificated, although this is now becoming more common an occurrence. 
 
Before purchasing a certificated diamond, you should expect to be able to review a 
copy of its certificate as proof that it has undergone an unbiased, professional 
examination. If you purchase this stone then you should always hold onto the 
certificate afterwards. Not the supplier. 
 
A diamond certificate is a diamond grading report or diamond quality document 
created by a team of trained gemmologists. The diamond is evaluated, measured, and 
scrutinized using trained eyes, a jeweller’s loupe, a microscope, and other industry 
tools. A completed certificate will include an analysis of the diamond’s dimensions, 
cut, clarity, colour, polish, symmetry, and any other characteristics. Many diamonds 
may also include a cut grade on the report. 
 
This is meant only as a simple guide to purchasing a diamond, whether set or unset 
and is not fully detailed. Use this to guide only as it is you that must make the final 
decision to purchase or not to purchase. 
 
If you would like to ask a question please do so and I shall try to respond as best I can. 
 
Final note: 
This article has been written and produced by Mark Willetts, the owner of 
http://www.gold-u-want.com which provides a range of diamond gold jewellery, gold 
chains and gold bracelets amongst other ranges of gold jewellery items at competitive 
prices. For further information please visit the website or contact Mark via email 
using goldwant@aol.com 
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I have been retailing in Totnes, Devon from my high street premises since 2000. On 
the high street I trade under the name of H. E. Phillips jewellers. From my premises I 
provide a very wide selection of gold jewellery items. 

 

Why Buy Pre-owned Rolex Watch 
By: Mark Henry  

There is a big misconception that people who can’t afford a brand new Rolex will 
resort to a pre-owned. This statement can’t be more far off from the truth. As they say 
wine gets better with age, the same can be said about a Rolex. With proper care and 
maintenance, a Rolex will last a lifetime. A new Rolex watch, like most luxury items, 
will depreciate in value up to 30% immediately after you slip it on. Pre-owned Rolex 
watches greatly hold their value and in time can be worth a lot more than its original 
cost. Furthermore, with very little changes in design and models over the years, one 
will hardly notice a difference in a Rolex watch that is circa 1980, to a Rolex that is 



circa 2000, contributing to the fact that it retains its value over time.  
 
Pre-owned watch will function and appear like a brand new Rolex. All of our certified 
pre-owned Rolex’s go through hours of stringent quality-control testing and 
certification processes. All parts and accessories including the bracelet, crystal, dial, 
bezel, lug, and crown, will be meticulously examined by our Rolex certified 
watchmakers for cosmetic and aesthetic imperfections. Thus you will not find any 
scratches, dust, moisture build-up, or any other blemishes when you receive your 
Rolex watch.  
 
We do customize or watches by adding aftermarket diamond dials and bezels along 
with replacing stretched out links or bands on certain models that we carry. The case 
and most importantly, the movement of every watch we sell will be genuine Rolex.  
 
How and where to buy Genuine Rolex Watches? melrosejewelers.com - is the fastest 
way to buy Authentic Preowned Rolex Watches @Discount Prices Men's & Ladies 
Preowned Rolex President and Datejust Wristwatches, All at Discount Prices. Visit or 
Call Us Today! 888-574-1250. 
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Melrose Jewelers: Authentic Preowned Rolex Wristwatches at Discount 
PricesMelrose Jewelers is an importer and wholesale distributor of genuine pre-owned 
Men's and Ladies' Rolex wristwatches & Italian 18k/diamond bracelets for Rolex 
watches. 

 

How to Buy Genuine Rolex Watches 
By: MikeMoon  

Today, millions of people are buying and selling Rolex watches and other fine 
timepieces over the internet. It is said that Rolex produces around 650,000 to 800,000 
watches annually. Sadly enough, counterfeiters around the world produce 10 times 
that amount each year, turning what was once a business operated in street vendors 
into a multi-billion dollar industry 
 
Without knowing what tell-tale signs to look for, the average Rolex consumer may 
easily fall victim to scammers. And while connoisseurs will certainly discern between 
a $5,000 Rolex and a $50 replica, the existence of large number of counterfeits 
inevitably affects demand at some level  
 
The best and most accurate way to tell a Rolex from a replica is by checking its 
Serial#, Model#, Case back ID, and Movement Signature (the 4 primary verification 
methods used by professionals) by looking between its bottom lugs (part where the 
band connects to case), top lugs, and by opening the case back respectively.  
 
Clear Casebacks – If you encounter one of these, don’t bother strapping them on. 
Often times, a replica will have a clear caseback allowing you to see the inside of the 
watch. Rolex does not make watches with clear casebacks!  



 
Engraved Casebacks – Again, with the exception of a rare Ladies model (circa 
1990’s) and the “Sea-Dweller” model, Rolex does not engrave any logos or slogans 
on their casebacks. Moreover, they are free of any engravings. 
 
Hologram Stickers – A newly purchased Rolex watch will come with a 3-D 
hologram-encoded sticker on the caseback. The Rolex “crown” trademark is featured 
just above the case reference number and can be easily identified when viewed. Often 
times, a fake hologram sticker won’t even have the 3-D effect when viewed. It is 
simply a hard, concrete pattern that won’t change in appearance one bit. If this is 
evident, it is surely a counterfeit Rolex. 
 
Date Magnification – All genuine Rolex watches excluding the “Sea-Dweller” 
features the cyclops that magnifies the date by 2.5x. As you can see in the picture 
above, the cyclops on the counterfeit is significantly smaller and a bit misaligned. 
These are common flaws made by counterfeits and you will see many of them today 
with a larger font date to fool the average consumer.  
 
Triplock Crown Seal – This pertains to the owners or future owners of the Sea-
Dweller, Submariner, and the Daytona. These three models feature the “Triplock 
crown”. The image above shows that the genuine Rolex utilizes the extra seal by the 
rubber o-ring on the winding tube whereas the counterfeit comes with no seal at all. It 
is also worth mentioning this to be a case by case situation when purchasing a pre-
owned Rolex, in which many original Rolex parts or accessories can be replaced by 
aftermarket parts and accessories.  
 
Micro-etched Crystal – In 2002, Rolex began micro-etching the Rolex “coronet” or 
“crown” right below the 6 o’clock marker. Though it is better distinguishable using a 
jeweler’s loupe, you can see by the illustration that the genuine “crown” is much more 
distinguishable and robust as opposed to the counterfeit. Moreover, the counterfeit is 
poorly designed and is a clear indication of a fake 
 
How and where to buy Genuine Rolex Watches? melrosejewelers.com - is the fastest 
way to buy Authentic Preowned Rolex Watches @Discount Prices Men's & Ladies 
Preowned Rolex President and Datejust Wristwatches, All at Discount Prices. Visit or 
Call Us Today! 888-574-1250. 
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Melrose Jewelers: Authentic Preowned Rolex Wristwatches at Discount 
PricesMelrose Jewelers is an importer and wholesale distributor of genuine pre-owned 
Men's and Ladies' Rolex wristwatches & Italian 18k/diamond bracelets for Rolex 
watches. 

 

 

 



How To Clean Silver Jewelry 
By: Martin Mallett  

Day-to-Day Care Of Silver Jewellery 
 
Whilst silver is a metal, it requires a little care and thought to keep it looking at as 
good as when you first received it. When looked after correctly, silver has a luxurious 
lustre but without correct maintenance, it tarnishes as the silver reacts with the sulphur 
and other pollution in the air and discolors the surface. The higher the pollution in the 
air, the greater the tarnish so you have to take a little extra care if you live in a city. 
 
This need not spoil your enjoyment of your jewellery, however, because with a few 
easy steps, all your jewellery can be as good as new and just as stunning as when you 
first bought it. 
 
Firstly, prevention is better than a cure. When storing your silver jewelry, try and keep 
it out of the air as much as possible and make sure its dry possibly in a press sealable 
plastic bag as humidity can speed up the tarnishing process. 
 
To keep that fine, rich shine use a soft cotton cloth or a jewelry cloth to refine and 
buff your jewelry. Just a few seconds can achieve a lot but if theres a lot of tarnish or 
your piece has hard to reach places (such as a chain or necklace where its hard to get 
in between the links) it may be required to use a dip. Each brand differs slightly so 
always remember to read the directions but, in general, you submerse your piece of 
silver for 10 seconds and immediately on taking it out, rinse with cold, running water 
and dry and buff with a jewellers or cotton cloth. Dont leave your piece of jewelry in 
the dip for too long it can lave a residue and, also, dont use with gemstones as this can 
hurt them. 
 
Lastly, while silver is fairly hardy there are certain chemicals that can damage it such 
as immersing it in chlorine (such as swimming pool water), salt water and sun tan 
lotion. Also be careful of household cleaners; all of these can harm the shine of your 
silver jewelry. 
 
So, with a little time you can prolong the life of your jewelry and your necklaces, 
bracelets, earrings will look beautiful for many years to come. 
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Find more silver to practice cleaning at Milton Gems Silver Jewellery or try your 
hand at Amber Zone Silver Jewellery 

 

The mystery of the Star of David 
By: Clint Jhonson  

The symbol that is used today to represent the Jewish people is known as the Star of 
David. The Star of David is also known as the Shield of David, Magen David in 
Hebrew, the Seal of Solomon, or the Hexagram. The shape of the Star of David 



consists of two interlocking triangles, one pointing upward and one downward, and 
may be used as a talisman to bring harmony, knowledge and invoke the aid of the 
angels. This name is assigned to this symbol because it is supposed to have been used 
by King David of ancient Israel, a fearsome warrior and a skilful psalm writer.  
 
The most famous story about David that just about everyone knows is related to the 
time when he confronted as a little boy the giant Goliath and defeated him. 
Throughout his life he carried his faith in God proudly and passed it on to his 
children. The most famous of his children was the wise King Solomon, who, the same 
as his father, trusted God and His teachings. However, he established Jerusalem as a 
city of peace and justice, unlike his father who was a warrior and used his skills to 
conquer and rule over all Israel. 
 
There are a lot of significances attributed to the Star of David. Some sources say that 
it signifies the number seven, six corners and the center. The number seven has itself 
significance in Judaic religion like the six days of creation plus the seventh day of 
rest, the Seven Spirits of God and more. Another symbol became used alongside the 
Star of David, the menorah, a seven branched candelabrum lit by oil that is said to 
symbolize the burning bush as it was seen by Moses on Mount Sinai. 
 
How the Star of David came to relate to Jewish identity is unknown. Some researchers 
have presented a theory according to which the hexagram represents the astrological 
chart at the same time when David was born or when he was anointed as king. Some 
beliefs refer to the Star of David as a symbol for the six directions of space plus the 
center: up, down, east, west, north, south and center. Another representation of this 
symbol is that of the Six Sefirot of the Male united with the Seventh Sefirot of the 
Female.  
 
A popular belief, though there is no evidence to support it, is that the symbol is 
molded after King David’s shield. The shield was made of leather spanned across a 
simple metal frame consistent of two interlocking triangles that would hold a round 
shield.  
 
Evidence to support the use of the symbol in times prior to the Middle Ages is scarce. 
During the 12th century they found the earliest existent mention in a Jewish text by a 
Karaite Judaism adherent named Judah Hadassi. Some other symbols that can relate to 
the Star of David have been found dating back to the 3rd century, but the relation is 
frail and other than that no evidence exists to sustain the belief that it was used to 
symbolize the Jewish people earlier than the third century. 
 
One very strange coincidence, but nonetheless amazing, is the link of the symbol with 
the Age of Aquarius. The start of the Age of Aquarius was declared officially on 
January 23rd 1997 and if a map was drawn by Jerusalem, cast for that specific time, 
we would have received a perfectly aligned Magen David. Nobody can really tell 
what that means, but it is quite amazing. 
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The Star of David has a past filled with controversy. Now it is known all over the 
world as a Jewish symbol. You can make anyone happy if you offer them a gift 



representing this symbol either made from gold or silver, enriched with a lot of other 
precious stones.  

 

Understanding Your Birthstone 
By: KW Webber  

The birthstone goes way back in our history and it was in those times that it was 
believed that they possessed some type of a magical force that was able to protect the 
individual or wearer of such a stone. Such stones are by tradition linked to the signs of 
the Zodiac and in this article we will view at the birthstones month and what meaning 
it has. 
 
In modern times the birthstone is associated with calendar months instead of those of 
the zodiac and every month has its own special birthstone along with its own unique 
properties. Now you are able to get your birthstone either a ring, pendant or as 
earrings and giving someone an item of jewellery which contains their birthstone is a 
touching and a wonderful gift.  
 
Below we will look at the birthstones that are common today. 
 
January - Garnet 
Once connected to blood and is supposed to protect the wearer from nightmares and 
offer guidance through the dark. Normally they are thought to be deep red in colour 
but they come in a number of different shades. 
 
February - Amethyst 
Associated with sobriety, tranquility, peace and protection. They has also been 
associated with improving a person's skin, and helping to prevent baldness as well as 
protecting the wearer from deceit. It comes in different shades of purple. 
 
March - Aquamarine 
Linked with meeting new friends as well as love, affection, hope and health. It is 
green blue in colour and has a rich sparkling look to it. 
 
April - Diamond 
Linked to love, eternity and strength and has become the most popular gem of all time 
where romance is concerned. 
 
May - Emerald 
Linked to health and the curing of ailments as well as being associated with the ability 
to peer into the future.  
 
June - Pearl 
Linked with chastity and modesty. Also linked to successful and happy marriages. 
They come in a variety of colours and sizes. 
 
July - Ruby 
Traditionally linked with protection and harmony. This stone has been mined since 
ancient times and boasts a spectacular beauty. It is normally deep red in colour. 



 
August - Peridot 
Commonly linked with protection from evil and night terrors as well as being able to 
enhance the properties of healing drugs. It is lime green in colour and produced by 
volcanic action. 
 
September - Sapphire 
Has been associated with faith and purity as well as foresight.  
 
October - Opal 
Another stone that is linked to purity but also to hope and innocence as well as 
healing forces, friendship and emotion. Can come either in black or white. 
 
November - Topaz 
Once linked to sanity, healing and life and comes in a range of colours including 
golden, blue, pale green, pink and red. 
 
December - Turquoise 
This months birthstone was once linked to happiness, fortune and luck. It can vary in 
colour from mid-blue to green-blue or light green. 
 
So next time you are looking for something extra special for a friend why not consider 
birthstones jewellery for them. 

Article Source: http://articlecrazy.com 

KW Webber has a series of sites with more birth announcement information 

 

About Diamonds Loose 
By: Mike Dakin  

Loose diamonds are single diamonds which can be set in a ring or any piece of 
jewelry. Loose diamonds are gaining popularity nowadays. They are available in 
different cuts, shapes, and sizes. You will find most people who make the use of loose 
diamonds in setting an engagement ring. 
 
When we come to the shape of loose diamonds, there are shapes of round, emerald, 
pear princess, and radiant cuts. There are also shapes of marquise oval, asscher, heart, 
and triangle cut diamonds. It is very important to focus on the four C’s before making 
any purchase of loose diamonds. 
 
The four C’s of diamond quality refers to cut, clarity, carat, and color. These 
determine the rarity of different loose diamonds. You should decide which of the four 
Cs is most important to you and it is up to you to choose a loose diamond accordingly. 
 
The most expensive diamond found on earth is the colorless and crystal diamond. It is 
expensive due to its clarity and size. Always try to understand its worth and value 
when you buy loose diamonds. 
 



You can shop loose diamond on the Internet too. There is a plethora of websites 
where you can find diamonds of different shapes, sizes, and color. They also offer full 
satisfaction to the customers. So, choose from the wide range of loose diamonds 
online and place your order. You will get your order delivered to your doorstep within 
a day or two. 

Article Source: http://articlecrazy.com 

Author is an associate editor to loose black diamonds website. The website is 
committed to provide visitors with complete information on wholesale loose 
diamonds.  

 

How to spot fake Rolex watches. 
By: Mike Moon  

Today, millions of people are buying and selling Rolex watches and other fine 
timepieces over the internet. It is said that Rolex produces around 650,000 to 800,000 
watches annually. Sadly enough, counterfeiters around the world produce 10 times 
that amount each year, turning what was once a business operated in street vendors 
into a multi-billion dollar industry 
 
Without knowing what tell-tale signs to look for, the average Rolex consumer may 
easily fall victim to scammers. And while connoisseurs will certainly discern between 
a $5,000 Rolex and a $50 replica, the existence of large number of counterfeits 
inevitably affects demand at some level  
 
The best and most accurate way to tell a Rolex from a replica is by checking its 
Serial#, Model#, Case back ID, and Movement Signature (the 4 primary verification 
methods used by professionals) by looking between its bottom lugs (part where the 
band connects to case), top lugs, and by opening the case back respectively.  
 
Clear Casebacks – If you encounter one of these, don’t bother strapping them on. 
Often times, a replica will have a clear caseback allowing you to see the inside of the 
watch. Rolex does not make watches with clear casebacks!  
 
Engraved Casebacks – Again, with the exception of a rare Ladies model (circa 
1990’s) and the “Sea-Dweller” model, Rolex does not engrave any logos or slogans 
on their casebacks. Moreover, they are free of any engravings. 
 
Hologram Stickers – A newly purchased Rolex watch will come with a 3-D 
hologram-encoded sticker on the caseback. The Rolex “crown” trademark is featured 
just above the case reference number and can be easily identified when viewed. Often 
times, a fake hologram sticker won’t even have the 3-D effect when viewed. It is 
simply a hard, concrete pattern that won’t change in appearance one bit. If this is 
evident, it is surely a counterfeit Rolex. 
 
Date Magnification – All genuine Rolex watches excluding the “Sea-Dweller” 
features the cyclops that magnifies the date by 2.5x. As you can see in the picture 
above, the cyclops on the counterfeit is significantly smaller and a bit misaligned. 



These are common flaws made by counterfeits and you will see many of them today 
with a larger font date to fool the average consumer.  
 
Triplock Crown Seal – This pertains to the owners or future owners of the Sea-
Dweller, Submariner, and the Daytona. These three models feature the “Triplock 
crown”. The image above shows that the genuine Rolex utilizes the extra seal by the 
rubber o-ring on the winding tube whereas the counterfeit comes with no seal at all. It 
is also worth mentioning this to be a case by case situation when purchasing a pre-
owned Rolex, in which many original Rolex parts or accessories can be replaced by 
aftermarket parts and accessories.  
 
Micro-etched Crystal – In 2002, Rolex began micro-etching the Rolex “coronet” or 
“crown” right below the 6 o’clock marker. Though it is better distinguishable using a 
jeweler’s loupe, you can see by the illustration that the genuine “crown” is much more 
distinguishable and robust as opposed to the counterfeit. Moreover, the counterfeit is 
poorly designed and is a clear indication of a fake. 

Article Source: http://articlecrazy.com 

www.melrosejewelers.com 

 

What You Need To Know Before Buying Gold 
By: David Fishman  

Gold is the most malleable and ductile metal known to man. There are many choices 
for the metal used to make jewelry. Going back thru time gold has a special meaning 
and sometimes symbolic depending on the culture, those who don’t like the look of 
yellow gold can look at gold that is white. 
 
A karat is a measure of the purity of the metal used in the making of jewelry. The next 
time you look at jewelry make sure you get the karat count and compare the jewelry 
in this fashion. 
 
It is called a precious metal because it has a high economic value and is relatively 
scarce in relation to the level of demand for it. Gold has been the preferred metal for 
wedding rings in the west for a long time. The best things that makes gold worth its 
name are the characteristics of gold—its malleability and ductility, making it the best 
metal to work upon. 
 
There are many designs that encompass gold some of them are bracelets, necklace, 
rings, anklets and earrings. Indian gold jewelry is also famous for its beautiful designs 
all over the world. However, a little search will lead you to the best gold jewelry 
stores where the fine designs speak for themselves. 
 
The purest gold specimens have a pure metal ratio of 96 to 99 per cent.. The higher 
the karat rating is, the higher the proportion of pure gold. Pure gold is 24K. When you 
hear everyone talk about solid gold this is when it exists in the earth and then mined in 
its pure form. According to all worldwide acceptable standards- the pure gold has now 
been reduced to 14k gold, or in many countries. 



 
For those of you who are thinking about buying gold jewelry, it is crucial that you 
understand fully how to determine the price for gold jewelry. 
 
Solid gold jewelry is usually much thicker and is about 50 to 100 times that of the 
gold that is gold plated. Gold filled differs from gold plated by the amount of gold 
applied. Gold jewelry is plated with gold in a many different ways. 
 
When you hear the term gold plated this refers to jewelry that is electroplated or 
mechanically plated, this means that there is a base metal and gold is applied to the 
top of the metal. 
 
Even if you are wearing a t-shirt and jeans jewelry such as a necklace or bracelet can 
really make you look great. Some people are wearing several bracelets at a time, to 
get a layered look. 
 
If you are looking at gold jewelry one of the best places to look is the internet. By 
searching the internet you will be able to find a cost saving on jewelry. Just make sure 
you are dealing with a reputable dealer, read their return policy and make sure the 
have a phone number to call. 

Article Source: http://articlecrazy.com 

David Marc Fishman is the owner of www.priceriot.com. Priceriot is a new online 
auction where prices drop as people shop for Ipod. Get advice 

 
 

The significance of spiritual jewelry 
By: Rick Martin  

Spiritual jewelry has always been a form of celebrating the body as well as a way of 
transcending into the real essence of the universe. Opposite to immaterial, nihilistic 
beliefs, most religions in the world offer followers some type of protection in the form 
of small items of jewelry. 
 
The human spirit is undoubtedly connected to the human body. Transcendental 
tendencies which require a total isolation of the carnal form result in failure and 
frustration. On the contrary, embracing both dimensions of human existence has been 
regarded, mostly in Oriental religions, as the right way to ultimate knowledge. 
 
Spiritual jewelry has played a vital role in this process. Imperfect as humans may be, 
tangible signs of that which is abstract or a sensible shape of that which is difficult to 
define has always been a strong necessity. Therefore, associating a small decorative 
object (taking one shape or another) with religious beliefs is not at all an uncommon 
practice around the world and throughout history.  
 
Symbols and meanings of spiritual jewelry are always plentiful. The idea of creating 
spiritual jewelry without meaning or spiritual substance is obviously a paradox. 
Therefore, whatever sign it represents, whether it is more or less obvious, its influence 



will definitely not be a random one. 
 
According to Indian beliefs only that part of the body which is covered in spiritual 
jewelry can be considered beautiful. Otherwise, a jewel-free appearance is simply 
unsatisfactory and incomplete. This is the point from where the significance of such 
items of jewelry springs. It is but a matter of symbiosis: the female body without it is 
austere and not at all graceful; spiritual jewelry without direct connection to the 
human nature and metaphysical symbols is hollow and meaningless. 
 
In ancient times, spiritual jewelry also had the purpose of transforming the image of 
the person who wore it; it was believed that the individual wearing it could reach the 
perfection and ultimate beauty that was specific to nature alone. Therefore, people 
wearing it were not only beautiful in an earthly, perceivable way, but they were also 
protected by misfortune and destined for good luck. It was only natural that the 
abundance of symbols from nature, and then architecture principles should finally 
contemplate the human body as a form of everlasting search for perfection and cosmic 
unity. 
 
In the ancient times, there was the Tika, a complex piece of jewelry made of a chain, a 
hook and a pendant. Worn in the parting of the hair, it stood for the woman’s role of 
preservation in the world. Nowadays, things may be surprisingly similar… Upon 
further inspection, you will probably agree that even in present times, spiritual jewelry 
has the purpose of offering protection, good luck and healing; in addition, it will 
attract attention to a certain part of the body and offer it a wonderful, unique touch. 
 
It is also a matter of position – spiritual jewelry, when positioned right, can work 
wonders. Necklaces, for example, are among the most popular, since they are 
positioned very close to the heart, and thus are believed to have a greater power of 
influencing the flow of feelings. 

Article Source: http://articlecrazy.com 

Spiritual jewelry has long since lost its inaccessibility. It is now widely available, with 
origins in diverse cultures and ages in time, so that anybody can benefit from its 
wonderful healing powers and influence on good luck and overall success.  

 


